UNDERGRADUATE INTERNSHIP FORM
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM

STUDENT NAME__________________________________________ ID#________________________

Last     First

TELEPHONE #________________ E-MAIL ADDRESS______________________________

TERM____________________  20____   CRN____________________

COURSE #  _ENVS 404 INTERNSHIP__  CREDITS__________

TITLE FOR TRANSCRIPT (max 2 words): ______________________________________________

ON-SITE SUPERVISOR NAME: ______________________________ PHONE #:_________________

APPROVAL BY ENVS INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR:____________________________________

PLEASE NOTE: RETURN TO THE ENVS OFFICE, 144 COLUMBIA FOLLOWING AUTHORIZATION BY THE ENVS PROGRAM, IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO REGISTER THROUGH DUCKWEB.

PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM BY WEDNESDAY OF WEEK 1 OF THE TERM YOU INTEND TO REGISTER FOR INTERNSHIP CREDITS
UNIVERSITY INTERNSHIP FORM  
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES/FOOD STUDIES PROGRAM

STUDENT NAME_________________________________________ ID#________________________

Last                     First

TELEPHONE #____________________  E-MAIL ADDRESS____________________________________

TERM_________________________  20____

COURSE (CHOOSE ONE)  ☐ ENVS 404 Environmental Studies Intern  ☐ ENVS 404 Food Studies Intern

INTERNSHIP TITLE: ________________________________________________________________

INTERNSHIP ORGANIZATION: _______________________________________________________

HOW DO YOU WANT TO COUNT THIS INTERNSHIP? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

☐ ENVS/ESCI MAJOR  ☐ ENVS MINOR*  ☐ FS MINOR  ☐ NONE OF THE ABOVE

APPROVAL BY ENVS/FS INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR:___________________________________

APPROVAL BY ACADEMIC ADVISORS FOR DOUBLE COUNTING (only applicable to ENVS/ESCI majors with FS minor):

☐ ENVS/ESCI (BRITTANY MCFALL): ________________________________

☐ FOOD STUDIES: ____________________________________________

Return to the ENVS office in 144 Columbia

Following authorization by the ENVS Program, it is your responsibility to register through Duckweb

PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM BY 4:00 PM WEDNESDAY, WEEK 1 OF THE TERM
YOU INTEND TO REGISTER FOR INTERNSHIP CREDITS

*ENVS/ESCI majors cannot get an ENVS minor
**Food Studies Minors may count two upper division courses from their major department towards minor requirements